
The Manila Trial
Car parks and road tunnels are two environments where 
air pollution significantly affects the users of these 
infrastructures as well as the people working there.

In Manila, a trial was conducted with Pacific Paints (Boysen), 
coating selected areas of the MRT Guadalupe rail station. The 
trial also included a consultant who specialized in pollution 
monitoring. The paint formulation is the result of Cristal’s 
extensive R&D activity in photocatalysis. The measured NOx 
reduction in the vicinity of the painted walls showed that each 
treated square meter removes up to 80g of NOx per year.

Trial Conclusions
Exterior painted area: 4,100m2

~26g of NOx removed per 100m2 per day
>300kg of NOx removed per year 

For more information about the photocatalytic properties  
of CristalACTiVTM TiO2, contact: photocatalysis@cristal.com 

Visit us at our website: www.cristalactiv.com
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Asia Pacific Trial: Manila-Guadalupe MRTs
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For earth-friendly coatings

Unless otherwise restricted by applicable law, nothing contained in this literature shall be deemed a representation or warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. The recommendations and suggestions given in this 
literature are presented for your own investigation and verification. Products discussed are sold only on the basis of conforming to specifications, but without warranty, expressed or implied, in law or in fact, of merchantability or 
fitness for a particular purpose and upon the condition that purchasers make their own tests to determine the suitability of such products for their particular purposes. Statements concerning the possible use of our products or 
processes described are not intended as recommendations or permission to use the same in the infringement of any patent, or to practice a patented invention without a license. By reason of lack of knowledge as to specific end 
uses of this product, no representation or warranty is made as to the conformance of this product with food contact laws or regulations. See Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for this product for safety information prior to use.


